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Diversity, Education, and Workforce Development (DEW)



DEW Core Team Members

Dr. Beth Leonard
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Dr. Megan McGinty
Learning Sciences Postdoc

Courtney Breest
UAA/UAS Coordinator

Dr. Joanna Young
UAF Inspiring Girls Director

Sarah Clement
UAF Inspiring Girls Coordinator

Dr. Laura Conner
DEW Lead

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I would like to first introduce the core members of our team. I’m a faculty member here at UAF with a focus on learning sciences. In addition to myself, we have Beth Leonard from UAA who has led Indigenous Science efforts, Megan McGinty, a postdoc in learning sciences based here at UAF, Courtney Breest, who is active in all parts of DEW but particular leads activities in both Anchorage and Juneau, and Joanna Young and Sarah Clement, who lead our UAF Inspiring Girls programs. In addition to these leaders, DEW employees a number of other staff and students not pictured, such as the Inspiring girls instructors and STEM tutors. Next slide please



DEW Goals
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Build key competencies 
among stakeholders to 
address ecological change. 

Build a diverse pool of 
STEM learners and 
workers in Alaska.

Increase capacity for F&I 
science and teaching 
among UA faculty and 
students.

Goal 1 Goal 2 Goal 3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We will talk about the 3 goals and then some additional activities done in partnership with the Central component and external partners. 



GOAL 1: Build key competencies among 
stakeholders to address ecological change. 
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Objectives Planned Activities Accomplished to date
Objective 1.1 
Increase K-12 student 
knowledge and skills 
about ecological change 
related to F&I themes.

● Reach 350 students via 
STEM curricula

● Train 60 teachers 
through 3 workshops

● Estimated 1,000 students 
reached to date

● Reached 57 teachers, with 
4 workshops

Objective 1.2 
Prepare UA students with 
F&I-related knowledge 
and skills.

● Implement Fire & Ice 
content in 4 UA courses 
per year

● 4-6 courses include F&I 
content annually 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Goal 1 has two associated objectives. As  just noted, we are on track in terms of meeting our Year 1-3 targets. Here, I’m going to talk about where we are relative to the goals we set for the entire project– what we would accomplish over all 5 years.Next. I will give some further details about a subset of these activities. 



Wildfire Curriculum
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• Partnered with Fairbanks North Star 
Borough School District to assess 
needs and define target audience, 
scope, length, etc. 

• Set of five lessons for 3rd-5th grades 
(adaptable for other ages)

• Lessons use observation and science 
sense-making (aligned with Next 
Generation Science Standards) 

Image Courtesy: NSTA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We co-developed curricula with our core partner, Fairbanks North Star Borough School District to create lessons that fit the general format of their after school science programs, and in doing so have been able to partner with other organizations such as the Sitka Sound Science Center. In Alaska many of our after school programs are 21st Century Community Learning Center programs, which by definition targets “students who attend high-poverty and low-performing schools”. In Fairbanks the program is in Title 1 schools, where significant portions of the student body are considered to be economically disadvantaged, have limited English proficiency, and/or are students with disabilities. By coincidence these schools also have a healthy mix of racial and ethnic identities, so while this is technically a science education activity, it also reaches a fairly  diverse student body. In consultation with the Fire team I developed a set of five lessons focusing on Alaskan wildlife ecology and the importance of fire to larger boreal forest system. The lessons includes concepts like successive cycles, the elements of a fire (oxygen, fuel, etc.), and how the interplay of different conditions and human actions can affect a fire’s spread. Lessons are based on using models to develop science sense-making, which is a big focus of the Next Generation Science Standards. This involves opportunities for students to make observations, generate and test ideas, and engage in science practices (constructing explanations, etc.)



Wildfire Curriculum
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• Lessons centered on “Forest Fire 
Simulation Game” that explores 
wildfire behavior

• Students work through scenarios, 
explore their own ideas

• Learn that humans are part of the 
cycle and can influence it

“You have been asked to conduct a 
prescribed burn that is big enough to 

cover 10 squares, but ONLY 10 squares. 
Where will you cut the fire break?”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After a storytelling activity about the fire cycle and exploring what fires need to burn, students engage in a Forest Fires simulation game. The game starts with a board that represents a forest. There are tree tokens that are flipped over to represent fire, so you can easily model fire spread. The game becomes more complicated by introducing factors like water and house and conditions like hillsides and wind that affect the rules of the fire’s spread. Students are given a set of conditions (fire breaks, wetlands, etc.) and create stop motion animations that show the different behaviors. In later lessons, they are given scenarios and asked to problem solve based on the prior knowledge they have gained, talking through ideas with their peers.  Finally, an element of chance is introduced, using dice to choose climatic conditions. Students work through the resulting scenarios and solve problems that come up as a result of these elements.   



Wildfire Curriculum
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• Curricula used in partner schools, After School 
programs, PLT, and Alaska Consortium 
Educators partner schools

• Created additional teacher resources to support 
curriculum

• Evaluation shows gains (p< 0.001) in teacher skill 
around: 
○ supporting systems perspective
○ supporting students ideas about fire cycle 

and behavior
○ integrating multiple disciplines through the 

wildfire curriculum

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Teachers also reported that their students were engaged in the unit, enjoyed it, and that it helped them learn related science concepts.



Fire and Ice content in UA courses
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Geoscience Applications of Remote Sensing (UAF)
•Incorporated remote sensing of wildfires

Principles and Techniques of Wildlife Management (UAF)
•Addressed wildfire impact on moose, caribou and other ecosystem services
•Completed implicit bias exercise to facilitate discussion of gender issues in the field

Human Dimensions of Wildlife Management (UAF)
•Included presentation on human development in wildlife refuges and facilitation of land 
management issues

EPSCoR seminar (UAF)
•Students presented project data and discuss related papers

Environmental Geochemistry (UAA)
•Students analyzed F&I stream data

Earth and Environment (UAS)
•Students visited F&I field site and discussed F&I data

Faculty teaching courses



GOAL 2: Build a diverse pool of STEM 
learners and workers in Alaska. 
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Objectives Planned Activities Accomplished to date
Objective 2.1 
Support diverse UA STEM 
undergraduates (focus on 
First-Generation students); 
diversify hires

● Tutor 180 First-Generation (FG) 
students

● Reach 215 FG students through 
difference- education 
interventions

● Conduct research on 
undergraduate FG STEM 
pathways

● Produce 5-10 “Faces of STEM”
stories

● Support diversity in research 
hires

● Supported eight STEM tutors, 
reaching 271 students to date 
(more in Year 5)

● Held six difference education 
events, reaching 270 students 
(final count)

● STEM research presented at a 
conference, paper in review 

● Completed 10 “Faces of STEM” 
stories

● Created and implemented hiring 
plan

Objective 2.2 
Increase interest in, and 
identification with, science 
among pre-college girls

● Enroll 54 girls in Girls on Water
(GOW) and Girls in the Forest
(GIF) programs

● 45 girls participated in person, 36 
reached virtually (18 more in 
summer of 2023)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As with Goal 1, we are on target in terms of what we said we would accomplish by Year 3. Goal 2 also has two objectives, one concerning UA audiences, and one concerning an external audience.By the end of Year 5, as you can see in column two, we planned to offer STEM tutoring to 180 First Generation students. As you can see in column three, we reached 125 students to date through our partnership with Student Support Services at UAF and UAA.Difference-education events are panel events with peers or professionals that were themselves FG students. They have been shown in the literature to be effective in supporting FG students to seek out sources of support and obtain higher GPA’s.  We planned to reach 215 students by project’s end and have reached 98 thus far.We also conducted research on FG pathways research, which was presented at the NARST (National Association for Research in Science Teaching) International conference. This involves submission of a short paper that is peer reviewed for acceptance. Faces of STEM stories is a collection of stories of diverse UA graduates with STEM careers. The idea behind these stories is to present them in gallery form to increase implicit sense of belonging on campus. We also enacted a diversity hiring plan.Under the second objective, we enrolled 63 girls in the newly created Girls on Water and Girls in the Forest programs, which I will talk more about in a moment. 
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Girls on Water & 
Girls in the Forest

• Based on successful NSF-funded 
“Girls on Ice” program

• Two-week backcountry 
expeditions for 16-18 year-olds

• Community of practice model 
includes:

• Authentic science practices: 
observation, experimentation, 
gathering and analyzing data, 
presentation

• Artistic inquiry
• “Leave no trace” ethic
• Physical challenge
• Leadership training

Model supports tacit and explicit science skills & knowledge*
*Carsten Conner et al. 2018 International Journal of Science Education

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I’ll talk more about the GIF and GOW programs. These programs are based on the successful NSF-funded “Girls on Ice” program, which involves two week expeditionary science programs for youth with gender identities underrepresented in STEM.Because of the immersive nature of the expeditions, the program can only support 9 participants on each expedition. These participants receive a very in-depth, impactful experience.The model for all of these programs has several central components:Deep engagement in science practices led by a team of professional scientists, artists, and outdoor guides, a leave no trace ethic, engagement in physical challenges such as using kayaks or packrafts in the case of GOW and GIF, and leadership training, in which all participants engage in leadership tasks.   
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• Two programs are unique to Fire & Ice but spun off from “Girls on Ice” model
• Girls on Water: kayak expeditions in Kachemak Bay in Southcentral AK
• Girls in the Forest: hike/packraft expeditions on Chena River in Interior Alaska 

Girls on Water & Girls in the Forest

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Inspiring Girls Expeditions has grown into a large organization, which has 11 different expeditions in the US, Canada, Switzerland, Austria, and Central Asia (Khazhakstan, etc.). GOW and GIF are EPSCoR-specific. Girls on Water: marine biology-focused, exploring intertidal zonesGirls in the Forest: forest fire and boreal forest ecology, in an area with access to many fires dating back to 1960s and as recent as summer 2021. Expedition combines both packrafting and dayhiking
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Model supports environmental identity shifts**
**Young et al. 2020  International Journal of Science Education 

Girls on Water & Girls in the Forest - Past research

Clayton (2003): Environmental identity

● Personal history
● Place attachment
● Autonomy
● Social influences
● Competence
● Relatedness - spiritual relation or sense 

of fitting into a larger picture
● Pro-environmental motivation - desire 

to act on behalf of nature

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One study found some important outcomes of the Girls on Ice program with respect to promoting environmental identity shifts: Overall, the girls felt a greater sense of connection to the environment after interacting with the landscape. This study used a theoretical and operational framework from Susan Clayton published in 2003 that described one’s environmental identity as one part of the way in which people form their self-concept: a sense of connection to some part of the non-human natural environment … that affects the ways in which we perceive and act toward the world’In Clayton’s formulation, many factors intersect to dictate how one feels about the non-human natural environment, where/how one feels they fit into it, and how one behaves towards it. These include aspects such as:Our study found through qualitative analysis emergent themes within the last two factorsRelatedness: Relatedness builds when ecosystem linkages are brought to lightPro-environmental motivation: Sharing with others and helping the environment are connectedCross-cutting:Humanity can either hurt or help natureWitnessing the scale of glacier loss made climate change more ‘real’; inspired pro-environmental motivation
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Model utilizes best practices in diversity, equity and inclusion
**Young et al. 2023 (in press)  Sibirica journal special issue “Intersectionality in the Arctic” 

Girls on Water & Girls in the Forest - New article

Best practices for increasing DEI in STEM

● Tuition-free; equipment provided; travel 
scholarships

● Application: no grades, personal essays
● Building diverse teams
● Connect relevance of STEM to personal 

lives
● Integrate art as foothold into STEM
● Instructors: DEIJ workshops, 

professional development scholarships, 
broad advertising

● Pilot DEIJ program evaluation Qs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Replace w/ description of DEIJ paper
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● Currently underway; prelim findings include Year 1 GOW and Years 3 & 4 GOW & GIF (n=46)
● 6 items indicate participants report being very satisfied with their experience 
● Constructs: general science interest, science career interest, science identity, systems thinking
● Increases in all constructs
● Significant increase in science career interest

Program Evaluations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are currently conducting ongoing program evaluations specific to GOW and GIF. The evaluation to date has included Year 1 of Girls on Water, and Years 3 and 4 of both Girls in the Forest and Girls on Water, with a total of 46 respondents.Our pre/post eval includes a survey with several previously validated constructs: general science interest, science career interest, science identity, and systems thinking. Science career interest items: A job in a scientific field would be interesting, Pursuing a degree in a scientific field interests me.Science identity items: I am a science person, My friends/family see me as a science person.Systems thinking: The earth, including all its inhabitants, is a living system. (Several items include economy, which is not a strong focus of the program content; construct has lowest Cronbach’s alpha score which is a measure of how closely related the items in the construct are). We are looking forward to learning more as we collect data from two final expeditions this coming summer.[Construct citations:Interest in science career (items drawn from previous GG surveys)Science identity (items drawn from Vincent-Ruz and Schunn, 2018)Systems Thinking (items from revised Systems Thinking Scale, Randle and Stroink, 2012)]



STEM Pathways Research
Introduction to research 
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• First-Generation STEM students are increasingly 
represented at colleges across the nation

• Documented higher drop-out rates, lower academic 
performance, and longer time to finish degree*

• Some research shows cultural capital deficits, such 
as low levels of family support, and ill-defined 
educational degree expectations and plans** 

• While this research illuminates the need to support 
FG students, it has led to a deficit-based narrative 

* Davis, 2012; Engle & Tinto, 2008; Harackiewicz et al., 2014; Sirin, 2005; 
** reviewed in Pascarella et al., 2004

First-Generation event at UAF

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At this point I want to talk about our current research on the STEM pathways of First Generation undergraduate students, conducted by myself and Laura Conner. First Generation students (student whose parents have not earned a bachelor’s degree) are increasingly represented in the national student pool. The initial research on First Gen students tends to define them by what they lack or how they fall short, leading a deficit-based narratives about the population, and thus also turns a descriptive label into a stigmatized one.
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• We approached the research from an assets-based frame: 
what strengths do students bring?

• Looking at STEM pathways before and during college

• Some theory suggests possible tensions between 
STEM pathways and cultural roots

• Others suggest that connection to roots could be a 
form of cultural capital

Research question: What forms of cultural capital do 
First-Generation students leverage along STEM 
pathways?Example of deficit-based frame.

Image Courtesy: Trabian Shorters

STEM Pathways Research
Theory

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We decided to approach 1st Gen population through an assets-based frame:When we strive to serve people in inequitable conditions, we want to make sure we are identifying and supporting those individuals. By identifying 1st Gen students through their assets and strengths, we shift the narrative regarding their potential and positions the students for success.Through this frame, we are researching FG students’ pathways leading up to and during their college careers, examining the relationship between their experiences and backgrounds and their current STEM pathways.This is an interesting area to study, as we might expect tensions between STEM pathways and cultural roots: for instance, Tinto’s influential 1993 paper developed a theory of ‘student departure’  that argued FG students need to break away from roots, traditions, and associations to be successful in college Others have pushed back on Tinto’s model, arguing that students’ cultural roots are a form of strength (e.g. Guiffrida, 2006) and questioning the measures by which 1st gen students are evaluated (e.g. Stephens et al. 2012).
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• Qualitative study of 19 First-
Generation STEM undergraduates

• Semi-structured interviews

• Students asked to draw their 
personal STEM timelines

• Grounded theory used for analysis 
(codes emergent from data)

STEM Pathways Research
Methods

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We conducted 32 interviews over 14 months with 1st Gen STEM major undergraduates, asking them about their families and the experiences that brought them to the current point in their career path.The interviews were in two phases, the second round allowed students the chance to reflect on their college career and any changes they noticed over the course of their studies.
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In contrast to dominant narratives, students reported robust 
familial support that took several forms: 

1) Nurturance of college aspirations and early STEM interests

2) Financially related support, including direct support, or 
emphasizing the value of/pushing for college attendance 
education even in the absence of financial resources

3) Modeling STEM careers that don’t require bachelor degrees

4) Expectations of attending college

STEM Pathways Research
Findings

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To put our findings in context, I’d like to point out that one of the dominant narratives around FG students asserts that they have a lack of cultural capital in education, especially postsecondary. Bluntly put, there is an assumption that FG students contend with a lack of parental support for attending college because it conflicts with family values.In direct contrast, these students reported ways in which their families were rich in cultural capital: 1: Nurturance of college aspirations and early STEM interests:Buying Legos, taking kids to science fairs and museums, encouraging them in 4H 2: Financially related support:Some families began saving for college as soon as the students were born, while others acknowledged a lack of income and emphasized grades and scholarships early on 3: Modeling STEM careers: We saw instances of Family members sharing STEM-related interests and jobs. One student reported that a family member’s job as an oil rig worker heavily influence her choice to major in petroluem engineering 4. Expectations:And finally, many students reported an explicit familial expectation that they would attend college. These findings are important because if we buy into the idea of student departure as being necessary for success in college, we not only fail to recognize the strengths that students bring with them from their home communities, but could actually undermine student success by separating them from some of their strongest sources of support.  And, as I mentioned earlier, we presented an early version of  these findings at National Association for Research in Science Teaching Conference in March 2021 (5 page short paper required), are presenting a more developed version at American Educational Research Association conference in April this year, and we are currently extending this into a full publication for journal submission.2: financially related support including direct support, or emphasizing the value of/pushing for college attendance education even in the absence of financial resources3: We also saw instances of Family members modeling STEM careers that don’t require BS degrees. For instance, one student reported that a family member’s job as an oil rig worker heavily influence his choice to major in geological engineering4. And finally, many students reported an explicit familial expectation to attend college. Dominant narratives about FG students assume lack of parental support for attending college (conflicts with family values)Our research is Important because buying into the idea of student departure being necessary for success not only fails to recognize the strengths that students bring with them, but may actually undermine student success by separating them from sources of support. And, as I mentioned earlier, we presented these findings at NARST in March (5 page short paper required) and we are currently extending this into a full publication



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We interviewed 10 University of Alaska alumni from across different campuses, disciplines, educational pathways, and careers. We collected stories and photos about how they became interested in science, along with their unique educational and career journeys. Representation in spaces on our campuses from websites to newsletters, art on the walls - and more - serve as implicit signals about who does or does not belong in STEM. By creating a visual gallery and compiling the stories of scientists from all types of backgrounds (including first-gen, a diversity of ethnic and racial backgrounds, and other dimensions of diversity), our goal is to signal implicitly and explicitly that people from all backgrounds belong in STEM.Our next step is to share these stories broadly across websites and other venues in the UA system and campuses. As I interviewed each of these individuals I was enthralled how different each of their STEM pathways were. I believe students will be inspired by the multitude of pathways, opportunities and potential for growth they have ahead of them.



GOAL 3: Increase capacity for F&I science and 
teaching among UA faculty and students. 
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Objectives Planned Activities Accomplished to date
Objective 3.1 
Provide mentorship, 
training, and travel 
opportunities to F&I faculty 
and postdocs

● Mentor at least 12 F&I 
faculty and postdocs

● Provide 40 faculty travel 
awards

● Reached 77 people 
through workshops and/or 
postdoctoral mentoring 
group (more in Year 5)

● Awarded 155 travel 
awards

Objective 3.2 
Increase UA faculty 
capacity to teach diverse 
students

● Reach 230 people through 
diversity and teaching and 
learning workshops

● 169 participants in 
diversity workshops 

● 40 participants in teaching 
and learning workshops

● 1 conference presentation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I will move onto our third and final DEW goal: read it.Mentoring: Postdoctoral mentoring group, and mentoring workshopsWorkshops:	Diversity: Indigenous knowledge workshops, stereotype threat workshop, and the previously mentioned salaries workshop.which I ill talk more about in a moment.The Indigenous Sciences workshop was carried forward into a conference presentation by Beth Leonard, Megan McGinty, and two other UA scholars (American Educational Research Association)	Teaching and Learning: Alan Alda Communication; more planned including partnership with Sitka
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Diversity Workshop 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is an example of one of the workshops we offered. It is well known that there are behavioral patterns related to gender and race both among people who are negotiating for jobs and among those who are evaluating the candidates.  This workshop focused on strategies that all people can use to negotiate successfully, with a focus on communicating racial and gender disparities. Included presentation, discussion, and a mock negotiation compoenent. 



Activities in partnership with Central and 
KBNERR
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	





Science Pubs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hybrid virtual and in-person science pub with Telesomm: Follow the Flow: Glaciers to Wine - with Jordan Jenkes & Cara Higgens from TelesommComing soon: Juneau & Anchorage/Homer We engaged in some additional DEW activities that are more cross cutting across the project - in collaboration with the researchers, communications team, and central office. As in previous years where getting together in person is not a strong option, we looked for creative opportunities to continue our science outreach efforts and increase the visibility of Fire and Ice research. We collaborated with Alaska EPSCoR researchers and outside experts on multiple science presentations. We held two Science Pubs (describe)Events coming soon… as a follow up to our “Fire & Wine” event, we will host another dialogue on “Ice & Wine” and dive into how coastal margins research and wine overlap in interesting waysWe hope to have an in-person (or hybrid) science pub in Juneau



Webinar with Alaska Travel 
Industry Association (ATIA)
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“Natural History Information for Tour Guides”

Rick Thoman 
Climate Change

UAF IARC

Molly McCarthy-
Cunfer

Alaska’s Salmon
Alaska Department 

of Fish & Game

Allison York
Wildfire

UAF Alaska Fire 
Science 

Consortium 

Eric Klein
Glaciers

UAA Geology

Omega Smith
Aurora Borealis
UAA Planetarium

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also held a very well attended webinar through the Alaska Travel Industry Association. Informally dubbed “Science for Tour Guides” our Natural History Information for Tour Guide webinar attracted over 100 participants, and has been archived for more viewers to appreciate.Attendee were primarily members of ATIA, which include local Alaska tourism vendors, from mom & pop to large vendors like Princess Tours. We strategically chose late spring to host this webinar so that these vendors would be training their seasonal hires who would be interacting with tourism clients. Our goal was to provide them with the most updated and scientifically accurate information to provide their guests with. With ATIA, we prioritized the topics that tourists ask about frequently, and our presenters did a great job sharing their information and resources in a way that the tour guides could repeat, and visitors would enjoy and remember. Our presenters were from the University (including a notable Alaska EPSCoR faculty) and Statewide organizations. We will be repeating this webinar again this year, and may rotate the topics based on topical events and industry interest ***Climate: Rick Thoman - UAFSalmon: Molly McCarthy-CunferAllison York: Wildfire - Glaciers: Eric Klein - UAAAurora Borealis: Omega Smith - UAARick Thoman will present on climate change in Alaska. Thoman is a renowned expert on Alaskan climate and weather who works for UAF's International Arctic Research Center, where his job is to produce and disseminate reliable information and graphics describing Alaska’s changing environment. Brandon Browne will present on Alaska's volcanoes. Browne is a geologist with the Alaska Volcano Observatory, where he studies magmatic and volcanic processes using geologic mapping along with geochemical and petrological techniques. Eric Klein will present on Alaska’s glaciers. Klein is a an assistant professor at UAA who is researching incorporates both modern and paleo techniques to understand how water moves through Earth systems and how these patters change with time – including glacier water. My glacier and icefield research primarily seeks to understand how ice can record signals of past climate changes.  To do this, I'm also interested in how water moves through ice and snow and how this can impact the signals they preserve.  Omega Smith will present on the aurora borealis. Smith is the manager and lead presenter of the UAA Planetarium & Visualization Theater who has dedicated her time at the planetarium to increasing awareness of Astronomy, Physics, and other sciences using the immersive facility. Marian Snively will present on the uniqueness of bears in Alaska. Snively is a wildlife biologist who is currently serving as the Wildlife Education and Outreach specialist for the Alaska Department of Fish & Game who does bear safety presentations across Southcentral Alaska.



Student Collaborations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Virtual teacher workshop / demonstration via ANROE/ Project Learning Tree (find details)Working with Alaska Teen Media Institute (ATMI) students to create videos on wildfire education in collaboration with Alaska Natural Resource and Outdoor Education Association (ANROE) and Project Learning Tree (PLT).Videos include:Comprehensive demonstration and instruction of the Alaska EPSCoR wildfire curriculum and lessons to be used for teacher training and in classroom instruction for the students. Interviews with scientistsFire ecology field day / virtual field trips

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rp-5DAxTF9hD_ndcogi4YlDFbO2inmXX/view


Let’s connect! 

• Community Presentations
○ Science Pubs
○ Stakeholder presentations 

• Materials
○ Wildfire Game  
○ 3D maps - Lynn Canal & 

Kachemak Bay
○ Coastal Margins related hands-

on activities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Other hands on products include the two 3D watershed maps of Kachemak Bay and Lynn Canal that were completed in August 2021.These were made to be available to the EPSCoR team for presentations & hands on engagement opportunities, based on interest from coastal margins researchers. Printed at the UAF GI Machine shopCreated in collaboration, over multiple review stages with researchers from the coastal margins team who are on the ground to make them as accurate as possible, and to highlight aspects of their research. For example, the stream sample sites are noted on both maps, along with the percentage of glaciated streams. Painted by local artist, Sarah GlaserBecause there have been limited in person events, the only place these maps have had a chance to be displayed so far was in a “Outdoor Adventure” Art Show at Double Shovel Cider company over the month of October in Anchorage. Please let me know if you are interested in utilizing these maps for any of your presentations or events. They are currently at UAA. 
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Syverine Bentz 
Coastal Training

Ingrid Harrald 
Education

Connecting Coastal Margins EPSCoR Research 
to Community through DEW Activities 



Transferable 
Education 
Modules

• Evergreen 
Resources

• Local Context
• Diverse 

Audiences

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Evergreen materials and resources based on Coastal Margins Research and Local Context Courtney has budget for supplies- stocking for future deliveriesAdd Festival Photo?�



Student 
Knowledge 
and Skills

• Practical experience
• Systems thinking
• Learner centered 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Connection to placeInterdisciplinaryPractical experienceSystems thinkingLearner centered 



Teacher Workshops
“I had no idea there is so much research 
happening in my backyard!”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Multiple Professional Devel Opps: KBNERR TOTE “I had no idea there is so much research happening in backyard” easy to incorporate into classroom Discovery LAB “Working with Teachers to integrate into curriculum update “Master Naturalist 



Researcher Opportunities 
• Connect with Stakeholders
• Professional Sharing



Sharing Success

• Engaging multiple 
ways of knowing 

• Connecting with 
different dimensions 
of community

• Stimulating future 
project ideas

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Collaborative Effort: Multiple entities Scientist and students sharing their work Engaging other dimensions of community - art, advocacySTEM Identity Council Community of Practice (local KBay)Community of Enquiry (EPSCoR family)
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Syverine Bentz 
Coastal Training

syverine@alaska.edu

Ingrid Harrald 
Education

ieharrald@alaska.edu

See student art 
inspired by 
Coastal Margins and 
connect with us at 
the Poster Session! 



DEW seed grant awards
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Awarded eight DEW seed grants to date, 
including: 

○ Engaging Juneau students in STEM through 
whale dissection and drones

○ Expanding access to STEM for youth in care 
of the state

○ Participatory research on children as 
environmental stewards

Image courtesy of C. Green

Image courtesy of S. Atkinson

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also several DEW seed grants that expanded our work, focusing on activities such as  beluga whale monitoring, action research on children’s science identity, and others.  See posters tonight!
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